
Life stories 

Saving the planet can be very complicated. How do you know whether

something you do or buy will damage the environment? One way is to

think about the ‘life history’ of anything you buy or use. Where has this

thing come from? How was it made? Did it pollute the environment? What

will happen to it when I have finished using it? Will it damage wildlife? Or

litter the place where I live? Is it harmful to livestock or to humans? 

Bahati is a basket. She was grown and harvested sustainably. The

reeds to make her were cut from a beautiful lake. Reeds are replanted

to ensure there will be always be reeds to make baskets. The basket

is woven by a skilful woman. Then Bahati is bought as a present by

an aunty for her niece, Tamsin. All her life the girl

uses the basket to do her shopping. As an old

woman, she is still using the

baskets. Even if the basket

breaks, because it is made

of natural materials, it is

biodegradable. It will

disappear in the environment

safely, doing no harm. Perfect!
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Pili the plastic bag is different. She was made at a factory using

polluting chemicals and fossil fuels which damage the air and water.

Very few human skills were used in making it. The money to buy it

goes to a big company designed to make a few

people wealthy rather than directly to an

individual craftsperson. 

Pili is given to a shopper who uses it once and

then throws it in the bin. When he is old, he will

be surrounded by more bags than happiness! If

the bag escapes his bin, it may

end up killing a cow who eats

it by accident, or harming a 

wild animal entangled in its

non-biodegradable fibre. 

It never disappears but remains forever

ugly and damaging to the world. 

One salvation for the plastic bag may be to be woven into

strong and reusable bags and hats such as in the So Afr-Eco

Women’s Project in South Africa.  
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In developed countries, a week’s food shopping for a family made

up of 102 items may contain 543 pieces of packaging with some

items wrapped in up to five layers! On average a family of four

throws away about two sacks of rubbish a week, most of which

could be recycled. Each person generates ten times their own

weight in household rubbish in a year: that’s an estimated 

90 drink cans, 107 bottles and jars, two trees' worth of paper, 

70 food cans and 45kg of plastic.
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say no to plastic bags 

Eight million plastic bags wangle their way into people’s innocent

hands every day. You can help reduce the damage they cause!

Plastic bags can be used many times before their useful life is over.

Some shops may appreciate it if you bring the bags back to be

RE-USED.  Rubbish can also be RE-USED for fun. Lots of the

things we throw away can be made into art for school or home

projects. You can make dragons from old cardboard, snakes from

shiny sweet wrappers, mermaids from plastic bottles! Or they can be

RECYCLED. This means they are melted down and the plastic is

remoulded into another useful thing. Recycling one plastic bottle can

save the energy to power an electric light for six hours.  The best way

to deal with plastic bags and bottles may be

to REDUCE their use. Just say no!!! 

� ACTION SHEETS - 72: REDUCE,

RE-USE, RECYCLE; 74: PAPIER MACHE; 

75: THE PLASTIC BAG PROBLEM
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